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Abstract

Representation learning for semantics describes a class of methods that
automatically induce features for semantic concepts of interests. These
techniques have proven successful for many downstream NLP applications.
But despite their successes, models still fail to capture many basic properties
of human languages, such as polysemy, antonymy and semantic composition.

There are two key questions that arise when considering a semantic
representation learning model. How is it learned? And what information
does it capture? Much of the research community’s efforts have been
devoted to improving how models are learned, with popular methods such
as Word2Vec and GloVe achieving widespread adoption. But relatively less
work has characterized the information that is captured by these models.
This thesis seeks to address this second aspect of the problem.

A key component of every semantic representation learning model is the
notion of a context. Contexts are what data models have access to, when
they make counts, process and learn representations. For example, the
commonly operationalized distributional hypothesis – which intuits that
words that appear in similar neighborhoods have similar meaning – defines
contexts over neighborhood word-windows. There are other hypotheses too,
that yield other contexts, such as the bag-of-words hypothesis and the latent
relational hypothesis.

Contexts encode what information representation learning models capture.
But how can one understand and consolidate all the different types of
contexts? We propose that each context type stems from an underlying
relation. Moreover, by understanding and articulating the principal relations
relevant to a particular problem, one can leverage them to build more
expressive and empirically superior models of semantics.

This thesis presents a relation-centric view of semantics. We tackle are broad
range of target domains, both from the perspective of the learning problem
as well as the relations that we use, thus demonstrating that by focusing on
relations, we can – in fact – build better semantic models.
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